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Aim
On the day of my birthday, I had a idea for a science project for my
school science project. I wanted to test whether or not caﬀeine stimulate
athletic ability of an athlete. Can coﬀee eﬀect an athlete’s athletic ability.
In this investigation I will be testing many subjects to get a result on the
eﬀect of caﬀeine to someone’s body and how chemical reactions occur
to make this statement true or false.

Hypothesis:
My hypothesis is that the caffeine that is contained in the coffee will enhance the
endurance and athletic ability of almost all of the people. I think this is not only
because of the caffeine, but also because they have done it before they will have
an idea of what they will be doing again and will have a better strategical idea of
what to do.
I agree that the caffeine that is contained in the coffee will enhance the athletic
ability of almost all of the people that have been involved in the science
experiment.

Equipment List:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 x Laptop (Home- Macbook Air- 13 inch, Version 10.10.4, Early 2015)
Coffee- Nescafe GOLD original
Plastic Cups
Test Subjects
Pages
Numbers
Tennis Ball
Table Tennis Ball
Steps
Stopwatch
Measuring Tape
A table
Pens
Paper
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Risk Assessment:
•

•
•

•

All subjects will receive a consent form that has been passed by my
school’s ethics committee, which declares this experiment as medium risk
(see Log Book).
Subjects details will remain confidential and anonymous with codes being
used in all reporting.
Subjects will do some exercise, in which they will throw a ball, do as many
step ups as possible, throw a table tennis ball into a plastic cup in the
shortest time as possible. The risks involved in this are subsequently
minimal.
Serious injuries, such as pulling a muscle, straining a particular area, or
tearing a tissue, are the most severe injuries that could occur.

Scientific Significance:
A lot of discussion has been issued in the news about how well know sports
stars have been using sports enhancing drugs and stimulates to enhance
their performance on the sports field. Subsequently, they have been under
the spot light to retire, quit or be parentally banned from the sport. I wanted to
research along the lines of this. Everyone drinks coffee, so I had the idea of
reporting that why don’t athletes drink coffee to enhance. Firstly, if they really
need a drug, caffeine is a drug. Secondly, it enhances mental strength.
Thirdly, this report will prove that coffee will enhance athletic ability according
to my hypothesis.

Experiment Variables:
Dependent Variables:
• Coffee’s effect.
• The effect each person has from the caffeine. This meaning that:
• The step ups
• The distance thrown
• The time taken to get the ball in the cup.
Independent Variables:
• The amount of step ups each person does
• The distance each person throw
• The time it takes for one subject to get the table tennis ball into the plastic
cup.
• The time it takes for a subject to digest food- Metabolism
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•

The time it takes for a subject to drink the coffee.

Controlled Variables:
• Same computer used to record the data for each test and each subject.
• The amount of caffeine added to each cup
• The amount of liquid given to each subject.
• The same height of the step ups for each subjects
• The same distance for the plastic cup to be when throwing the table tennis
ball.
• The table tennis test to be done inside a room, so that there is no
environmental variables, such as wind, air resistance, etc.
• The same place where each subject throws the ball, as far as possible.
• The time interval when they finish drinking the coffee.

Method:
Before Testing: First Readings
1. Measure out the distance for which the subjects ill throw the ball
2. Gather a tape measurer to measure how far the subject throws the tennis
ball
3. Get hold of a stopwatch to record the times for how long it takes for a
subject to get the ball into the cup.
Results: First Testings
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Get the subject to throw the table tennis ball into the cup
Record each persons’s results
Get the subject to go outside and throw the ball as far as possible
Measure how far the ball is thrown
Record the results.
Get the subject to do as many step ups as possible in the time frame of
one minute.
7. Record the results.
Before Second Testings:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Measure the right amount of caffeine in for each subject. (on scales)
Pour the exact amount of water in, using a measuring cup.
Mix the 2 elements together to create the coffee.
Let the subject drink it
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5. Let the subject have a 30 minute timed break
Results: Second Testings
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Get the subject to throw the table tennis ball into the cup
Record each persons’s results
Get the subject to go outside and throw the ball as far as possible
Measure how far the ball is thrown
Record the results.
Get the subject to do as many step ups as possible in the time frame of
one minute.
7. Record the results.

2. Background Research
Introduction:
A lot of background research had to be conducted for this science
project. The basis of the science in this project is very comprehensive and
there is a lot of detailed information that is available on the internet, books,
scientific research papers and much more.

Caffeine:
What is Caffeine?
Caffeine is an alkaloid compound which is found especially in tea and coffee
plants and is a stimulant of the central nervous system.( Oxford Dictionary
Meaning) It is known as the most consumed drug. Caffeine is a legal drug, so
there are no reasons of concern. Caffeine is a central nervous system (CNS)
stimulant of the methylxanthine class of drugs. It is the world's most widely
consumed drug, but unlike many other substances, it is legal and free of
regulations in nearly all parts of the world. It is a bitter, white crystalline
purine, a methylxanthine alkaloid and thus closely related chemically to
the adenine and guanine contained in the DNA and RNA.
The Formula: C8H10N4O2
The Mass: 194.19 g/mol
Melting Point: 235 ° Celcius
Boiling Point: 178 ° Celcius
Density: 1.23 grams/cm³
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Caffeine is also used for medical reasons. They can come in helpful in the aid
for premature infants and treatment or prevention. Caffeine also helps in
weight gaining for the the baby, for it to come to a healthy derived weight.
Moreover that, caffeine is profoundly known for the addiction it causes and
how unsatisfactory it is. Caffeine is a metabolic stimulant, which is known for
reducing physical fatigue and fend off drowsiness. It manufactures enhanced
wakefulness, faster and clearer flow of thought, increased focus, and better
coordination of the body. The main variable in this is the metabolism in which
determines how much caffeine is needed in person to person’s body for the
subject to be “affected” by caffeine. This depends on body size, BMI, weight
and degree of tolerance.
AFFECTS OF CAFFEINE START TO BEGIN FROM A MINIMAL TIME
HALF AN HOUR AFTER CONSUMPTION. THIS EFFECTS LASTS FOR AN
APPROXIMATE TIME OF FIVE HOURS. Meaning that in my experiments I
will have to re-conduct the same experiments with the subject after 30
minutes, when the coffee has been consumed.

Side Effects:
In the most severe cases, the effects of caffeine include: mild anxiety,
jitteriness, insomnia and interference.
The caffeine influenced problems that generally occur to people who
consume caffeine in an extreme amount include: caffeine-induced anxiety
disorder, caffeine- induced sleep disorder, caffeine intoxication, caffeine
withdrawal and caffeine- related disorder not otherwise specified. Caffeine in
low doses may cause- related disorder but not otherwise specified. Caffeine
in low doses may cause weak bronchodilation for up to four hours in
asthmatics; it should therefore be avoided prior to having lung function test
performed.
Caffeine can have negative effects on people who have a problem with
anxiety. A number of scientific studies and research have shown a positive
conclusion which states that caffeine effects and can cause panic disorders.
At high doses, this meaning that it exceeds over 300 milligrams can even
worsen or cause anxiety or trigger mania or psychosis. Caffeine that is
moderated to a specific limit can REDUCE… YES REDUCE the symptoms of
depression and lower chance of self-immolation. It is said that caffeine
does not ameliorate or enhance memory or learning ability but can
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certainly improve cognitive functions in people who are fatigued and
tired.

3. Physical and Chemical Components:
Coffee is a chemical compound that influence its taste of bitterness and
refreshing and warm luxurious flavour. Some of the elements that
manufacture this are poorly signalised and cannot be described into its
depths. One group of compounds which are abundantly known are the
chlorogenic acids. Caffeine that is in its original form is a white odourless
powder. Caffeine is reasonably soluble in water at room temperature, when it
is still in the form of powder. It is also moderately soluble in ethanol. Caffeine

A image from google showing the projects that are available according to Google Scholar.

does not contain any stereogenic centres and hence is classified as an
chiral molecule. Caffeine does not contain any stereogenic centres and
hence is classified as an accrual molecule. (wikipedia- Italics)
The xanthine core of caffeine contains two fused rings, a pyrimidinedione
and imidazole. The pyrimidinedione in turn contains two amide functional
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groups that exist predominately in a zwitterionic resource the location from
which the nitrogen atoms are double bonded to their adjacent amide carbons
atoms. Hence all six of the atoms within the pyrimidinedione ring system
are sp. hybridised and planar. Therefore, the fused 5,6 ring core of caffeine
contains a total of ten pi electrons and hence according to Huckel’s rule is
aromatic.
Today I had my eyes set on finishing off my background research and all the
other formalities that are required for the report to to submitted. The only
thing that I wanted for it to be left was to do the analysis. This would give me
time to finish the analysis get it checked off by the teacher and give it another
go and have a re-check through it.
I started today’s background research by

• researching the athletic ability of each person.
• The relation between the brain and eye.

Biosynthesis
Caffeine may also be concentrated and combined from dimethylurea and
masonic acids, but is rarely obtained from synthesis since it is readily
available as a byproduct of decaffeination.

Searching on Google and Google Scholar:
Searching on google, it came up with many different topics of “does
caffeine enhance athletic performance.” All of them were somewhat related to
the idea of caffeine as an enhancement to athletic performance. Some of
them argued yes and some of them argued no as well.
They all carried on about the doping scandal and drugs about barely
anything about caffeine and athletic performance. Some of them said caffeine
enhances sports that are related to endurance but not short term- high
intensity sports, they all were linked with the enhancement of caffeine with
athletic performance but most of the articles that were found on google were
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redundant which answered the question but were not explained thoroughly
and minutely.

Google Scholar:
Google Scholar was very much similar with google. The only difference was
that scholar used very intellectual and “non-english” words. The first article
that was available did very much have a through answer but also not very indepth. The project was very much so similar but I had a few different tests
that I had performed.
The others were not very similar as seen in the image above. The articles
went on about: efficiency and safety of ephedrine for weight loss and athletic
performance, caffeine as a energy drink, a research on caffeinated research
drink, a pharmaceutical/ pharmacological review on the athletes that are
regular caffeine consumers and how they have turned out to perform on the
field, the metabolism of caffeine and how it doesn't effect athletic
performance.
We have searched a lot for projects that are similar to this and we did not find
any that are very similar to what we want to do. They are not projects that are
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a duplicate of what exactly tests I am doing and the age bracket. They were
all kind of redundant.

Eye Coordination:
Eye coordination is the ability of both eyes to work together as a team. Each
of your eyes sees an ever so slightly different image and your brain, by a
process called fusion, blends these two images into one three-dimensional
picture. Good eye coordination keeps the eyes in proper alignment.
(Dictionary Meaning)
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What causes eye coordination difficulties?
Eyes are the fundamentals that are required for the third part of the testing.
Each eye sees almost the repeated image. In order to prolong the proper
alignment of the images seen from each eye. A person with poor eye
coordinations might need an extra amount of effort to compensate for this
inequality of their poor eye muscle control. People who suffer a hard time
seeing, generally sue glasses to pan out the images to look exactly the
same. Sometimes in extreme or severe cases, the eye’s of one cannot align
the images seen from one eye to the other, this is what we call double
vision. When this symptom occurs in a person, the brain will try to avoid
seeing two images and will gradually and eventually ignore one of the eye’s
images. Meaning that the person will one use one dominant eye. Amblyopia,
or lazy eye, is a very serious eye condition, and often the result of this
happening. Poor eye coordination also results from a lack of adequate visual
development or improperly developed eye muscle control. Although rare, an
injury, disease, tumour or other trauma can cause poor eye coordination.

How do eye coordination difficulties affect vision?
The images that are seen by each eye must be at a exact duplicate to
compound them into a single picture by the brain. A person habitually
compensates for poor eye muscle control by subconsciously applying an
extra tension to the eyes to maintain and keep in control the alignment of the
eyes. In more severe cases, the muscles that control the eye cannot
accustom their eyes to focusing on one image and the brain commands to
see two different pictures. The brain acts to alleviate the visual discomfort by
suppressing, or blanking out, one of the images. In young children, if this
suppression persists over a long time, it can lead to an impairment of the
development of the visual system. The suppressed eye may get to the point
that it is unable to see well, no matter how good the glasses or contact lens
correction. Doctors call this condition amblyopia or lazy eyes. This is also
stated in the above paragraph but, in more details here.

Metabolism:
Metabolism refers to the physical and chemical processes that occur in the
body which keep us functioning normally in order to stay alive, such as
breathing, blood circulation and nerve function. To carry out these processes,
our body converts energy from the food we eat. (Dictionary Meaning)
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Metabolism on the regular basis is divided into two different categories.
Catabolism, that breaks down organic matter and harvests energy by way of
cellular respiration, and anabolism that uses energy to construct components
of cells such as proteins and nucleic acids.
The chemical reactions that are part of the metabolism are distributed into
metabolic pathway. In which one of the chemicals are transfigured through a
series of steps into another chemical. This process occurs through a
sequence of enzymes. Enzymes are extremely essential to metabolism
process because it allows organisms to make desirable reactions that require
energy that will not occur by themselves. Coupling them into spontaneous
reactions that release energy, will quicken up the process of the metabolism.
Enzymes act as catalyst that allow the reactions to proceed more rapidly.
Enzymes also allow the pronouncement of metabolic pathways in response
to changes in the cell’s environment or to signals from other cells.
The metabolic system of a particular organism determines which substances
it will find nutritious and which poisonous. For example, some prokaryotes
use hydrogen sulphide as a nutrient, yet this gas is poisonous to animals.[1]
The speed of metabolism, the metabolic rate, influences how much food an
organism will require, and also affects how it is able to obtain that food.

Digestion:
Caffeine easily passes through the body membranes for the enzymes to
break it down for it to be metabolised. When the first drop of caffeine enters
the bloodstream of a person.
For all the caffeine to be digested it takes a short, forty five minutes for 99%
of the caffeine to be exerted into the body and for it to starts taking actions
from the membranes.
The half life for caffeine is anywhere between four to six hours on an average
basis. This explains why the average cup of coffee or any caffeinated drink
has an effect up to four to six hours.
Things like age, medical conditions, and drug interaction can have an effect
on the half-life.
As soon as the caffeine enters the body it is already being metabolised by
the liver and broken down into theophylline, theobromine, and
paraxanthine.
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From there these chemicals travel throughout the body where they affect
various body functions.

Caffeine in the Brain:
Caffeine molecules grab a hold with the adenosine receptors and combine to
stop from binding. Adenosine plays a role in the sleep-wake cycle. After the
process has been done the adenosine binds to the receptors for it to signal
the brain that it is time to do different activities. Caffeine doesn’t replace the
person’s need to sleep. It does cover up drowsiness indication that the
adenosine can no longer re produce.
As the following paragraph above, the dopamine system also interacts with
the brain which is a good neurotransmitter. When the adenosine is reduced
to a minimal or even shut down by the caffeine, the dopamine system is in
control and works more efficiently.
Furthermore, increased levels of adenosine in the blood causes the adrenal
glands to release adrenaline. This stimulating hormone further adds to the
feelings of alertness and energy.

Caffeine’s effect on the Body:
Theophylline unwinds smooth muscles, which has been in benefit to those
with asthma and is the proficient motivation of why after drinking caffeine a
person often feels the need to use the bathroom as it is affecting the smooth
muscles of the colon. Theobromine also expands the amount of oxygen and
nutrients that are used by the brain and muscles.
Caffeine causes a contraction in the lungs of artery walls but then relaxes this
smooth muscle which has an overall vasodilator effect on the blood vessels.
In simple words, it opens blood vessels to allow for greater blood flow.

Caffeine’s Exit from the Body:
The caffeine metabolites are then filtered by the kidneys and they exit the
body through the urea and out as urine.
Caffeine has the properties to show a diuretic effect on the body. This
meaning that it basically causes the body to liberate more water in the urine.
However, new research suggests that this is only in people who have not
built up tolerance to the caffeine molecule.
When caffeine has exited the body or has been used by the various cells of
the body the person can experience a fatigue feeling that is caused by
elevated levels of adenosine travelling in the brain and dopamine now being
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lessened. This causes feelings of sleepiness and sluggishness. Prolonged
use of caffeine also causes withdrawal symptoms.

How genetics effects athletic performance:
The genetics that a person was born as also has an effect on how the body
responds to training, diet and other external factors.
Investigation of aerobic endurance has shown that some people respond
more to training than others. So even if you have a low genetic potential for
endurance, you may respond well to training and develop your potential more
completely than someone with genetic 'talent' who doesn't respond to
training.
Training also increases cardiac efficiency, but the range of this increase may
depend upon genetics. Genetically gifted athletes will have a much greater
response to training and will have a large escalation in the number of
mitochondria in cells.
Genetics appear to have less supremacy over characteristics such as
balance, agility, reaction time and accuracy. Many of these skills can be
greatly improved with the proper training.

Sports Nutrition
An athletes nutrition plans have an enormous influence on his or her athletic
performance. No where is this more evident that when an elite athlete under
performs during an event. Not performing to one’s limitations is generally a
result of glycogen depletion, dehydration or a combination. Athletes can
prevent this from happening by training the body to burn fat when glycogen
stores decrease and by continually supplying the working muscles with
energy during an event.

Mental Skills Training
Improving one’s mental skills training such as imagery, visualisation, and
learning techniques for dealing with performance apprehensiveness are the
skills than any athlete can perform to great skill with practice. These
techniques, along with learning the tactics and strategies of the sport, using
proper equipment and avoiding injuries are all condemnatory factors in sports
success that have very little to do with genetics.
Although many elite athletes are gifted with the right genetics for their sport
and a great training formula, even amateur athletes can make the most of
their abilities with good eye coordination, good nutrition and a positive mental
attitude.
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How the eye and the brain work together
•

•

•
•

•
•

Light rays gain access to the eyes by going through the cornea, the
aqueous, the pupil, the lens, the vitreous, and then perceiving the light
sensitive nerve cells in the retina.
Visual processing begins in the retina. Light energy assemble chemical
changes in the retina's light sensitive cells. These cells, in turn, produce
electrical activity.
Nerve fibres from these cells join at the back of the eye to form the optic
nerve.
The optic nerve of each eye meets the other at the optic nerve. Medial
nerves of each optic nerve cross, but lateral nerves stay on the same side.
The overlap of nerve fibres allows for depth perception.
Electrical impulses are communicated to the visual cortex of the brain by
way of the optic nerve.
The visual cortex makes sense of the electrical impulses, and either files
the information for future reference or sends a message to a motor area for
action.
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RESULTS: According For Each subject
Results:
Non- Coffee:
In total I tested 65 people for this experiment. The experiments were done
over a extended amount of weeks. I have found out some things that were
very interesting. As soon as I had completed collecting the data, I sat there
and did a analysis of it. All of my readings, graphs and evaluations. The first
part of the results include:
• Analysis of the steps- ups of all subjects
• Analysis of the Throwing for all of my subjects
• Analysis of the Eye Coordination for all my subjects.
• Analysis of Ages between 10 and 20
• Analysis of Ages between 20 and 40

Coffee:
•
•
•
•
•

Analysis of the steps- ups of all subjects
Analysis of the Throwing for all of my subjects
Analysis of the Eye Coordination for all my subjects.
Analysis of Ages between 10 and 20
Analysis of Ages between 20 and 40

Discussion:
A exchange of views for both of the data between the coffee and the
non-coffee. What is the difference? What has changed? Why did it change?
Could it be used as a stimulator before a big game? and so on.
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Some of my test subjects,
that participated in my
experiment.

Non-Coffee Analysis
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The table shows all the data that was collected for the 64 subjects that took
part in this experiment.In the graphs above, the data is split up into different
sections so that it is more visible and easily recognisable. As we can see the
data ranges from a minimum of 21 to a maximum of 88, which was achieved
by two people. The ages of people ranged from eight years old to people in
the high 40’s. People above that were not tested as athletes do not generally
compete to that age and also it might have been harmful to their health. The
average for the step ups that was achieved in the data above was 60 step
ups per person. This test was suggested to me by my science teachers as he
said a 50 metre sprint would be too vague and it was on the benefit of me to
do this and it turned out to be great.
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Throwing (m)
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The analysis we can see from this is that the highest distance that was
recorded was as astounding 49.9 metres and the lowest score was 14.9
metres. When we calculate and analyse the same results for the caffeinated
section for the same experiment we are expecting that the data is more than
the results recorded above. Each person was new to this, some of them were
bit misunderstood that when the subject had to throw the ball that they were
not allowed to move. They could pivot one foot around and take one leap.
Some of the first few tests were in conjunction to this problem and from after
that I gave an example to everyone before they threw. The subjects that
misunderstood it were asked to have another go. The results that were
record were definitely to point as, the experiment was conducted at a park
which had markers on the ground stating how far one was apart form another
and markers were set around as well to get an exact reading.
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Non Coffee

Subject 45
Subject 46
Subject 47
Subject 48
Subject 49
Subject 50
Subject 51
Subject 52
Subject 53
Subject 54
Subject 55
Subject 56
Subject 57
Subject 58
Subject 59
Subject 60
Subject 61
Subject 62
Subject 63
Subject 64

36s
1m 32s
55s
1m 3s
26s
18s
44s
46s
58s
36s
1m 13s
1m 19s
38s
29s
13s
21s
1m 3s
47s
44s
53s
0

25s

50s

1m 15s

1m 40s

The graphs that above that show the readings were pretty shocking. I
was expecting a much higher reactions times but the times were pretty quick.
The lowest time that was recorded was 13 seconds and the longest time
taken for a subject was 2 minutes and 14 seconds. Fortunately there was
enough table tennis balls to supply everyone at the tip of their hands. I picked
up this test when I was watching a television show “Minute to Win It” and
decided to use this for my experiment. The average time it took for each
person to complete the test was 52 seconds and 781 milliseconds. As we
analyse the data below the comparison between non coffee and coffee are
VERY much different. The shortest time it took for a subject to get the ball in
the cup was 13 seconds and the the most time consuming test was 2
minutes and 14 seconds.
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Coffee
Throwing (m)

50

48.6

48.3

47.3

44

43.2
39.7

37.5

42.8

41.4

40.4

37.2

37.2

35.5

34.6
32.5

31.7

31.3

25

24.2

23.7

23.4

21.7
15.3

12.5

0

14.9

Subject 1 Subject 3 Subject 5 Subject 7 Subject 9 Subject 11 Subject 13 Subject 15 Subject 17 Subject 19 Subject 21
Throwing (m)

50

49.2

49.8

48.6
44.4

43

41.6
37.5

38.5
36.4

36.3

34.5

34.2

32.5

30.5

29.3

29.1

29.8
26.8

25

24.1

22.7

24
19.9
17.9

12.5

0
Subject 23 Subject 25 Subject 27 Subject 29 Subject 31 Subject 33 Subject 35 Subject 37 Subject 39 Subject 41 Subject 43
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Throwing (m)

60

47.2

45

37.8
34.7

36.8
33.2

31.8

30

46.3

44.8

42.8

40.9

50.4

48.9

34.9
31.1

29.7

29.2
23.8

25.1
22.8

23.4

15

0
Subject 45 Subject 47 Subject 49 Subject 51 Subject 53 Subject 55 Subject 57 Subject 59 Subject 61 Subject 63

As we can see from these sets of data that the mean has gone up
slightly and so has the highest and lowest scores as well. The average or
mode for these sets of data are now approximately 62 step ups. This has
risen by 2 step ups per person. The highest score now is 91, which was set
up by the same subject and the lowest score is 25 which is profoundly higher
than the previous lowest score. Another factor than just the coffee might also
be the fact that each subject knows what they are doing next. It has been
visualised in their brain and know what score they have to beat. Self
motivation is a key to success, a lot of athletes are solely driven by the fact
that they are not competing with anyone else but besides themselves.
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Step Ups
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Coffee Step ups

100

91
82

79

75

78

80

77
72

66
62

63

63

64

64

63

59

58

50

46

44
37
25

0

31

Subject 45 Subject 47 Subject 49 Subject 51 Subject 53 Subject 55 Subject 57 Subject 59 Subject 61 Subject 63

The comparison we see from the non caffeine drinks are also show that
the caffeine has taken its action inside of the body and their intensity levels
have risen. The average of the distance thrown as a whole was 34.65
metres. This has a slightly higher average than the non coffee tests. The
longest distance that was thrown was an astonishing 50.4 metres and the
lowest score was 14.9 metres. In the test that had the most chance of getting
a drastically different score or even the slightest of difference would have
been possible, in this tests lots of people got the exact same score as before.
It might have been give or take a few millimetres or some drastic measures
centimetres. But as well compare the scores we can see that some of the
scores are exactly the same as the non- caffeine tests.
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Time Taken
Subject 1
Subject 2
Subject 3
Subject 4
Subject 5
Subject 6
Subject 7
Subject 8
Subject 9
Subject 10
Subject 11
Subject 12
Subject 13
Subject 14
Subject 15
Subject 16
Subject 17
Subject 18
Subject 19
Subject 20
Subject 21
Subject 22

42s
32s
21s
4s
21s
1m 12s
18s
34s
59s
14s
1m 2s
7s
1m 3s
1m 23s
1m 15s
44s
56s
41s
22s
35s
47s
1m 23s
0

23s 750ms

47s 500ms

1m 11s 250ms

1m 35s

Time Taken
Subject 23

1m 17s
36s

Subject 24

29s

Subject 25

47s

Subject 26

56s

Subject 27

48s

Subject 28

38s

Subject 29

18s

Subject 30

29s

Subject 31

33s
34s

Subject 32
Subject 33

44s

Subject 34

22s

Subject 35

16s

Subject 36

32s

Subject 37

44s

Subject 38

21s

Subject 39

13s

Subject 40

27s
24s
29s

Subject 41
Subject 42
Subject 43

8s

Subject 44
0

21s 250ms

42s 500ms
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Time Taken
Subject 45

36s
47s

Subject 46

43s

Subject 47

23s

Subject 48

29s

Subject 49

7s

Subject 50

32s

Subject 51

25s

Subject 52

41s
39s

Subject 53
Subject 54

53s

Subject 55

13s

Subject 56

24s

Subject 57

19s

Subject 58

24s

Subject 59

32s
32s

Subject 60
Subject 61

27s

Subject 62

38s

Subject 63

34s

Subject 64
0

16s 250ms

32s 500ms

48s 750ms

1m 5s

As we discussed the non coffee results above we saw that the average
for it was approximately 52 seconds. This time around it was a jaw dropping
35 seconds and 594 millisecond. This is a decrease of almost of 17 seconds.
But as stated above in the background research and in the discussion for
another test the eye forms a picture of where an image is and stores it. As
this was the second time that the subject was taking a turn it was a much
more clearer and objective task than just placing the ball into the cup. The
quickest time that was record for this testing was 4 seconds, whitewash the
second throw for the person. The longest time that was taken was 1 minute
and 23 seconds. This sounds much more better than 2 minutes and 14
seconds as in the non coffee tests.
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Analysis of Both Data- Step Ups
Non Coffee

Coffee

Title
80

60

40
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0
Subject 1
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Subject 9 Subject 11 Subject 13 Subject 15 Subject 17 Subject 19 Subject 21
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0
Subject 23 Subject 25 Subject 27 Subject 29 Subject 31 Subject 33 Subject 35 Subject 37 Subject 39 Subject 41 Subject 43
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100

Non-Coffee

Coffee

75

50

25

0
Subject 45 Subject 47 Subject 49 Subject 51 Subject 53 Subject 55 Subject 57 Subject 59 Subject 61 Subject 63

We can clearly see that for each person, the number of step- ups done by
each person has risen, slightly. This can conclude that caffeine enhances
athletic ability, when the sport requires high intensity in a short period of time.
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Analysis of Both Data- Throwing
Non Coffee

50

Coffee

37.5

25

12.5

0
Subject 1
50

Subject 3
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Subject 9 Subject 11 Subject 13 Subject 15 Subject 17 Subject 19 Subject 21
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0
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Subject 61
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As we can see from the comparison of the sets of data, the distance
thrown by each person has slightly risen little by little for each person and
has proven the hypothesis that, when coffee is drunk by an athlete the ability
in throwing related sports increases their ability to throw the ball.
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Analysis of Both Data- Ball in a Cup
Non Coffee

2m 30s

Coffee

1m 52s 500ms

1m 15s

37s 500ms

0
Subject 1
2m

Subject 4

Subject 7

Subject 10

Subject 13

Non Coffee

Subject 16

Subject 19

Subject 22

Coffee

1m 30s

1m

30s
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0
Subject 23 Subject 25 Subject 27 Subject 29 Subject 31 Subject 33 Subject 35 Subject 37 Subject 39 Subject 41 Subject 43

1m 40s

Non- Coffee

Coffee

1m 15s

50s

25s

0
Subject 45 Subject 47 Subject 49 Subject 51 Subject 53 Subject 55 Subject 57 Subject 59 Subject 61 Subject 63

Out of all the tests done and the analysis done to prove the largest
conclusion comes and ends with this. The data has significantly dropped for
each persons test in their second test. We can concluded from the analysis
of both data that when coffee was drunk by each subject their time had
dropped by significantly. Therefore when coffee is drunk before a athletic
competition that includes hand eye coordination caffeine will boost up your
metabolism in that specific sport.
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Conclusion of Data:
As we can see from the analysis of the coffee and non- coffee statistics that
generally most of the people have registered a higher and a improved score
than their first attempt. Another reason for the better score that I believe was
that since they had done the test before. The R value of this test is almost as
close to 1. This proves that the effects of caffeine does enhance athletic
ability with vigorous sports that require high intensity, eye coordination and
immense power to throw the ball.
Even though caffeine doesn’t dramatically change or adjust the water
balance or body temperature during exercise, dehydration is a potential
concern because caffeine is a mild diuretic. As the graphs show that the
scores have increased, it tells that caffeine is a stimulant drug. But some
athletes may also experience cramps and diarrhoea related to the large
intestine contractions caused by caffeine. The combination of dehydration
and cramping can have particularly detrimental effects on performance. The
tests done were only on specific and non endurance experiments. If there
were extra time, I would have done tests on endurance tests as well.

Discussion:
A lot of the discussion for the data has been stated above with the data.
Rather than inserting the data and adding a few lines describing it I decided
to add the whole description along with it as well. Meaning that this
discussion will be short and sweet, just like the rest of my report.
There were so many physical tests to choose to conduct this experiment, I
could have done anything with
• Endurance
• Strength
• Accuracy
• Physicality
• Eye Coordination
• High intensity running/ sprinting
I decided to reduce it into just these three tests because they were easy to
measure, conduct and the most accurate according to the facilities that were
available. The sheer range of activities makes such a detailed study extremly
hard to get it accurate and control it. This is because caffeine could play
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different roles in each type of tests that include different intensity in each
activity. It must as be considered that each individual test subject vary from
each other. The metabolism would be a large factor for that 30 minute rest
period as some people might digest the coffee quicker and have a greater
advantage over other people who have a slower rate of metabolism.
As well as the metabolism, the factor of athletic bailey also is a factor, if a
person who is not as physically fit as other they might have a harder time
achieving a similar and more compact interquartile range for the whole
statistics of the data. Everyone is born with different biological and genetical
value in athletic ability.
It can be seen that a perfect controlled experiment would be extremely hard
to achieve. There are too many variables that are involved inside the body of
person. Further research could be concluded , with the testing of a larger
rage of subjects but I believe that the conclusions would be the same or very
much similar.
The graphs also might have different factors because one day a person
might be less tired than another and mint be able to perform to their
maximum ability. The wind factor that change everyday might increase or
decrease the distance one person has thrown. Another factor is that the slight
time it takes for a subject to receive another table tennis ball to throw into the
cup. However, in essence, the graphs do communicate the intended scientific
meanings. Meaning that this experiment was controlled to the best man could
do and has achieved the maximum that a scientific report cold do, with
exceptions that nothing is perfect and it could have been done better.

Caffeine and Non- Caffeine Box and Whiskers Plot:
Conclusion:
In conclusion, I have found out that coffee improves athletic ability for sports
that require short intense adrenaline activities. For endurance and long
distance sports or sports that go on for a lengthy period of time, it reduces
the performance.
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Box and Whiskers Plot for Step Ups:
Non- Caffeine

Caffeine

As we can see the comparison the caffeinated results are clearly the
standing out and prove that caffeine does enhance athletic ability when
sports that require high intensity and athletic ability. This part of the
experiments had the least amount of alterations in results as a it is an almost
impossible to drastically increase your results in the amount of step ups one
does, with exceptions. We can see that the median for the coffee statistics
are higher than the non caffeine tests. The interquartile range is more
compacted as well and contain very few outliers as a whole in the
experiment.
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Box and Whiskers Plot for Throwing

Coffee

Non Coffee

As we can relate from the graph the median for the coffee is higher from than
the non coffee. The lower quartile range for coffee is also higher along with
the higher quartile range. The outside 25% for the coffee is has a larger
range than the non coffee but we can conclude to a statement that: “When
the caffeine was consumed, the distance thrown has increased by the
slightest amount.”
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Box and Whiskers Plot for Ball in a Cup Test

From the Box and Whiskers Plot we can see can see some outliers that lie
for both of the data. The bottom box plot represents the non coffee and the
upper box plot represents the coffee. We can clearly see that the median for
the Caffeinated experiment is lower than the non caffeine assessment. The
score is more concentrated into a small area than spread out than the non
caffeine. To summarise all the investigation that has been done on eye
coordination: “Caffeine does improve eye coordination in an athletic point of
view.”

Further Research:
For further developments I plan to keep the basis of our project the sam.
However, I plan on testing a few more subjects and plan to make a few more
tests to test different areas of different sports. I also want to make test the
difference between coffee and other different caffeinated drink. Such as
energy drink- Mother, Red Bull, V etc. I also want to test difference between
drugs. How much more difference is there between coffee and sports
enhancing drugs and its analysis. Is it possible to make a drug that is legal
and so on. If there had been more time I would have conducted this as well.
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Glossary:
• Accrual molecule- Accumulation of a group of atoms bonded
together, representing the smallest fundamental unit of a chemical
compound that can take part in a chemical reaction.
• Adenine- a compound which is one of the four constituent bases of
nucleic acids. A purine derivative, it is paired with thymine in
double-stranded DNA.
• Alkaloid- any of a class of nitrogenous organic compounds of plant
origin which have pronounced physiological actions on humans.
• Amblyopia- Impaired or dim vision without obvious defect or
change in the eye.
• Anxiety- a feeling of worry, nervousness, or unease about
something with an uncertain outcome.
• Asthmatics- a person who suffers from asthma
• BMI- Body mass index (BMI) is measure of body fat based on
height and weight.
• Bronchodilation- is a substance that dilates the bronchi and
bronchioles, decreasing resistance in the respiratory airway and
increasing airflow to the lungs.
• Crystalline- having the structure and form of a crystal; composed
of crystals.
• Dimethylurea- Any derivative of urea in which two hydrogen atoms
have been replaced by methyl groups, but especially 1,3dimethylurea that acts as a radical scavenger, and is used in the
manufacture of caffeine and other compounds
• DNA- deoxyribonucleic acid, a self-replicating material which is
present in nearly all living organisms as the main constituent of
chromosomes. It is the carrier of genetic information.
• Double vision- the simultaneous perception of two images, usually
overlapping, of a single scene or object.
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• Guanine- a compound that occurs in guano and fish scales, and is
one of the four constituent bases of nucleic acids. A pure
derivative, it is paired with cytosine in double-stranded DNA.
• Huckel’s rule- Then working backwards using Huckel's Rule –> (4n
+2) = x. (x-2)/4 = n. If n is a natural number (0,1,2,3…) and the
structure is a planar monocycle with an uninterrupted cyclic picloud then the molecule is aromatic.
• Imidazole- a colourless crystalline compound with mildly basic
properties, present as a substituent in the amino acid histidine.
• Insomnia- habitual sleeplessness; inability to sleep.
• Interference- the combination of two or more electromagnetic
waveforms to form a resultant wave in which the displacement is
either reinforced or cancelled.
• Jitteriness- suffering from the jitters. 2. : marked by jittering
movements.
• Lazy eye- an eye with poor vision that is mainly caused by
underuse, especially the unused eye in a squint.
• Mania- mental illness marked by periods of great excitement or
euphoria, delusions, and overactivity.
• Metabolism- the chemical processes that occur within a living
organism in order to maintain life.
• Methylxanthine- a methylated xanthine derivative (as caffeine,
theobromine, or theophylline)
• Paraxanthine- paraxanthine is a psychoactive central nervous
system (CNS) stimulant. It possesses a potency roughly equal to
that of caffeine and is likely involved in the mediation of the
effects of caffeine itself.
• Psychosis- a severe mental disorder in which thought and
emotions are so impaired that contact is lost with external reality.
• Purine- a colourless crystalline compound with basic properties,
forming uric acid on oxidation.
• Pyrimidinedione- Any of a class of chemical compounds
characterised by a pyrimidine ring substituted with two carbonyl
groups.
• RNA- ribonucleic acid, a nucleic acid present in all living cells. Its
principal role is to act as a messenger carrying instructions from
DNA for controlling the synthesis of proteins, although in some
viruses RNA rather than DNA carries the genetic information.
• Stereogenic- A stereo centres or stereogenic centre is an atom
bearing groups such that an interchanging of any two groups
leads to a stereoisomer. The most common stereo centres are
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chiral centres (such as asymmetric carbon atoms) and the doublebonded carbon atoms in cis-trans alkenes.
• Theobromine- a bitter, volatile compound obtained from cacao
seeds. It is an alkaloid resembling caffeine in its physiological
effects.
• Theophylline- a bitter crystalline compound present in small
quantities in tea leaves, isomeric with theobromine.
• Xanthine- a crystalline compound found in blood and urine which is
an intermediate in the metabolic breakdown of nucleic acids to
uric acid.
• Zwitterionic- is a neutral molecule with a positive and a negative
electrical charge, though multiple positive and negative charges
can be present.
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To end this hectic ride of science, I would like to cap off with, it has been a
absolute pleasure to do this science project. When I first got the idea I knew
that this idea had already been discovered before and I would have to go in
an in-depth process to complete this. I have learnt much much more than I
had expected or even dreamt about. Not just what caffeine is and does it
intensify a athlete’s athletic ability. If I had the chance to do two science
projects but not to complete in such a rush, t would have been a pleasure.

Some more Pictures of Test
Subjects:
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